
LED 7 / LED5 OPERATING AND PROGRAMMING INSTRUCTIONS

Push MODE to change from item to item. Push SET to set desired value or choose option for that item.
Pushing SET repeatedly causes numbers to increase. Holding SET causes numbers to decrease.
The symbol represents a programmable digit. Default values are shown in [ ].

ITEM DISPLAY/OPTIONS REPRESENTS

1 COIN VALU [$ .25] The monetary value assigned to a single coin pulse. Adj. from $0.05 to $5.00

2 C: [30] Time per coin/pulse. Adj. from 0:01 to 9:59.

3 S [008] Number of coins/pulses to start . Adj. from 1 to 200.

4 AUX VALU CN. [4] Auxiliary coin/pulse input pulse multiplier. Adj from 1 to 80.

5 B [9] Coins/Pulses to bonus. Bonus time is given when this coin/pulse is received.

6A BONUS TIME:## Amount of time added for bonus coin/pulse.
6B  [00:00] Adj. from 00:00 to 99:59.

7 [SINGLE BONUS] Bonus time is only added one time when bonus coin pulse is received.
MULTIPLE BONUS Bonus time is added for every coin after bonus coin pulse is received.

8 [DEBIT MODE] Money counts down as coins are inserted.
CREDIT MODE Money counts up as coins are inserted.
BOTH Money counts up as coins are inserted, plus a prompt of “ADD $X MORE”

if start price is not reached.

9 [DELAYED START] Two second delay before timing starts after start price is reached.
INSTANT START Timing starts as soon as start price is reached.

10 HL [10] Length of warning horn is seconds at one minute of time remaining.

11 [PULSED HORN] Horn output will pulse for amount of time set in HL:
CONTINOUS HORN Horn output will stay on continuously for entire last minute.

12 [RESTART OFF] Restart feature turned off. Full price required after time expires.
RESTART ON Timer may be restarted with one coin for 20 seconds after time expires.

13 [STD] Standard greeting message is displayed.
USER User programmed custom greeting message is displayed.
MIX Standard message then custom message is displayed.

14 M: [5:00] Length of washdown cycle using remote control. Adj. from 0:00 to 9:59.

15  [1 2 3 4] Adjustable remote access code.

16 CC PULSE VALUE Monetary value assigned to credit card pulse received on pin #8 during count up.
$: [$ .25]

17 [ENG] Standard message and prompt is displayed in English.
SPH Standard message and prompt is displayed in Spanish.
E & S Standard message and prompt is displayed in English then displayed in Spanish.

18 EXIT Timer returns to standby.


